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On Down: TBA
Hares: Ram Raider

Happy New Year 2016!
Congratulations if you have located the TVH3 hash tonight: broadcast as an
Aimless run, scribed by Lost at a venue to be announced!
Meanwhile on 28th Dec last year our debut hare E Coli set a cracking hash,
kindly filling a breach in the hash calendar. She was ably assisted by
Deniece; now a professional studying sport at uni, and Uncle who is not but is
a hash treasure. E Coli warned the hash might be ‘dangerous’ … Here are
the stats.
 1 cracked limb. Arguiles upgraded his attire with a posh peaked cap to
keep the rain off his specs but found it impinged upon his peripheral
vision and the low branch didn’t stand a chance.
 1 Chopper grounded. Chopper forgot that the advertised tree surfing
occurs in the tree tops not the roots and surfing is generally on the belly.
 1 aerial contortionist. Bilberry couldn’t resist the rope swing over the
deep dark valley, but on dismounting got one leg off before setting off
over the abyss twice more; half on half off before a thud to earth.
 1 Alice in wonderland moment. Raunchy, taking millions of teeny weeny
steps downhill at speed towed by the dog, stepped into the magic circle
of dust to fall in a hole.
No ambulances were required but Nurse Nashers did a good impression of
one running round in circles in fairy lights. 29 other hashers completed intact
thanks to E Coli popping up like a white rabbit, here there and everywhere
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muttering ‘I’m late’, ‘where did I put that trail?’ ‘In just the right places’ the
pack replied in accord ‘It was great’. 1 virgin, Lizzie was treated to a fresh
water wash and thorough towelling down post run by Raunchy and the
hashettes. Steady Chopper… Lizzie is a dog, a real bitch, a canine.
Cannon Fodder came in first. Apparently not the favourite, being one of the
smaller in the running, but against the odds old nag ‘Cannon Fodder’ won the
2.30 at Kempton Races on Boxing Day. Time to hang up the panto outfit Pat.
Away from the wet woods things were only marginally safer. 1 explosion as
the Glanvilles stayed at home, in relative safety, i.e. entertaining the relatives,
but spent the night drying the bed with a hair drier after an incident with a
bang and a burst. Biff claims it was the hot water bottle. 1 alter ego as Krakov
was given shampoo, conditioner and a comb by the Secret Santa.
So we bow our heads to ask for guidance in the hashing year ahead.
Lord, thou knowest better than I know myself that I am
becoming an older hasher every year and soon will be as old
as Grandpa. Keep me from the fatal habit of advising on every
hash. Release me from craving the deepest river crossings on
the iciest nights when snapping photos from the banks. With my
knowledge of the deepest shiggy and the wisdom of so many
hashes it seems a pity not to use it all, Make me thoughtful and
Helpful but not bossy. thou knowest Lord that I want a few
friends at the end.
Keep my mind free from the recital of tales beginning ‘when I..’
and relentless details of hash history; give me wings to get to
the point. Seal my lips on my aches and pains. They are
increasing and love of rehearsing them is becoming sweeter as
the runs go by. I dare not ask for grace enough to enjoy the
tales of other’s pains and Pilates classes but help me to
endure them with patience. I dare not ask for improved memory
of hash names at check in, but for a growing humility when my
memory seems to clash with the memory of others. Teach me
the glorious lesson that occasionally I may be mistaken.
Keep me reasonably sweet; I do not want to be a hash saint,
some of them are so hard to live with but a sour old hasher is
one of the crowning works of the Devil, known as Stannary.
Give me the ability to see good things in unexpected places
such as Southway, and talents in unexpected people. And give
me o Lord the Grace to tell them so.
Amen
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